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§ 1036.241

40 CFR Ch. I (7–1–12 Edition)

§ 1036.241 Demonstrating compliance
with greenhouse gas pollutant
standards.
(a) For purposes of certification, your
engine family is considered in compliance with the emission standards in
§ 1036.108 if all emission-data engines
representing the tested configuration
of that engine family have test results
showing official emission results and
deteriorated emission levels at or
below the standards. Note that your
FCLs are considered to be the applicable emission standards with which you
must comply for certification.
(b) Your engine family is deemed not
to comply if any emission-data engine
representing the tested configuration
of that engine family has test results
showing an official emission result or a
deteriorated emission level for any pollutant that is above an applicable
emission standard (generally the FCL).
Note that you may increase your FCL
if any certification test results exceed
your initial FCL.
(c) Apply deterioration factors to the
measured emission levels for each pollutant to show compliance with the applicable emission standards. Your deterioration factors must take into account any available data from in-use
testing with similar engines. Apply deterioration factors as follows:
(1) Additive deterioration factor for
greenhouse gas emissions. Except as
specified in paragraph (c)(2) of this section, use an additive deterioration factor for exhaust emissions. An additive
deterioration factor is the difference
between exhaust emissions at the end
of the useful life and exhaust emissions
at the low-hour test point. In these
cases, adjust the official emission results for each tested engine at the selected test point by adding the factor
to the measured emissions. If the factor is less than zero, use zero. Additive
deterioration factors must be specified
to one more decimal place than the applicable standard.
(2) Multiplicative deterioration factor
for greenhouse gas emissions. Use a multiplicative deterioration factor for a
pollutant if good engineering judgment
calls for the deterioration factor for
that pollutant to be the ratio of exhaust emissions at the end of the useful life to exhaust emissions at the low-

hour test point. Adjust the official
emission results for each tested engine
at the selected test point by multiplying the measured emissions by the
deterioration factor. If the factor is
less than one, use one. A multiplicative
deterioration factor may not be appropriate in cases where testing variability is significantly greater than engine-to-engine variability. Multiplicative deterioration factors must be specified to one more significant figure
than the applicable standard.
(3) Sawtooth deterioration patterns.
The deterioration factors described in
paragraphs (c)(1) and (2) of this section
assume that the highest useful life
emissions occur either at the end of
useful life or at the low-hour test
point. The provisions of this paragraph
(c)(3) apply where good engineering
judgment indicates that the highest
useful life emissions will occur between
these two points. For example, emissions may increase with service accumulation until a certain maintenance
step is performed, then return to the
low-hour emission levels and begin increasing again. Such a pattern may
occur with battery-based electric hybrid engines. Base deterioration factors
for engines with such emission patterns on the difference between (or
ratio of) the point at which the highest
emissions occur and the low-hour test
point. Note that this applies for maintenance-related
deterioration
only
where we allow such critical emissionrelated maintenance.
(d) Collect emission data using measurements to one more decimal place
than the applicable standard. Apply
the deterioration factor to the official
emission result, as described in paragraph (c) of this section, then round
the adjusted figure to the same number
of decimal places as the emission
standard. Compare the rounded emission levels to the emission standard for
each emission-data engine.
(e) If you identify more than one configuration in § 1036.205(e), we may test
(or require you to test) any of the identified configurations. We may also require you to provide an engineering
analysis that demonstrates that untested
configurations
listed
in
§ 1036.205(e) comply with their FCL.
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